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About us

We are passionate about driving technological innovation 
and empowering businesses for success in the digital age. 

With a team of dedicated experts and a commitment to 
excellence, we specialize in delivering cutting-edge 

solutions that transform industries and shape the future.



Projects
Specialized in AI, IoT, machine 
learning, and virtual reality.

Software Technology

Hardware Technology
Creating intricate circuitry to 
develop user-friendly interface

Integrated Solutions
Seamlessly integrate hardware 
and software components. 

Research Projects
Research initiatives that drive 
sustainable solutions
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Hardware Projects

Ambiance Management: Crafting intelligent systems for ambient environment 
control, ensuring optimal conditions for various settings.

Latex Leech: Innovating medical technologies with cutting-edge devices, enhances the 
precision and efficiency of medical procedures.

Robowash: Revolutionizing automation with robotic solutions, particularly in the field 
of industrial cleaning processes.

Lora Projects: Leveraging Lora technology for innovative applications, enhancing 
communication and connectivity in various industrial contexts.



..Hardware Projects

Electroluminescence (EL) Lights: Designing EL lights for diverse applications, 
incorporating energy-efficient lighting solutions into different environments.

EL Driver Circuits: Engineering driver circuits for Electroluminescent technology, 
ensuring seamless and efficient performance of EL lights.

Access Controls: Implementing state-of-the-art access control systems, integrating 
biometrics and other advanced technologies for secure entry management.

Lora Networks: Developing robust and scalable Lora networks, enabling seamless 
data transmission in IoT and industrial automation scenarios.



Software Projects

Lproto: An environmentally conscious delivery application designed for the 
German region, focusing on reducing carbon footprints in logistics operations

Twaddan: Phase 1 of a comprehensive car wash delivery service application 
tailored for the UAE region, streamlining vehicle cleaning services

CGBOD: Business Excellence Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system developed 
for a client in Estonia, enhancing operational efficiency and performance

UCPOX: Augmented Reality-based property management application, offering an 
immersive experience and intuitive interface for real estate management.



..Software Projects

Ubrikk: An ongoing e-commerce platform project, specializing in delivering 
custom-made goods, offering a seamless shopping experience.

Gfokk: A map-based Geographic Information (GI) products e-commerce platform, 
providing spatial solutions with user-friendly interfaces.

SavvyFashio: A platform catering to the UAE market, delivering personalized 
perfumes curated for specific occasions, blending fragrance with emotion.

Mindikko: A compassionate platform designed to provide support and resources, 
aiming to help individuals dealing with thoughts of suicide, fostering mental health 
and well-being.



Research Initiatives

Material Tech

battery technologies, 
aiming to revolutionize 
energy

Waste Wall

Transforming plastic waste 
into eco-friendly building 
materials

ODCan

Design project in 
oxygen diffusing Can 
to enhance health

Marry.io

Matching algorithms 
tailored for meaningful 
and lasting marriages
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Major Time Line

Catalyst for sustainable 
living techs | Bangalore

CGBOD | Estonia

WaraqCG | Saudi Arabia UCPOX | UAE

2019 2021 2022 2023



Key Projects



Reach us!

mail@ucpro.in
+91  99866 57737 

www.ucpro.in
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